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 Is our process safety performance good enough?

 Is safety still keeping us awake at night?

 Have we eliminated major incidents yet?
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First, look at the 
history...
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The method is universal and works well...or does it?

 HAZOP Study
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 Ensuring consistent levels of risk control across 
multiple units, plants and facilities
◦ Everywhere the same low level of residual risk

 which starts with similar conclusions on the risks, meaning

 Similar plants will have similar HAZOPS outcomes, which 
requires...
 For any given facility, your HAZOP teams in China (for example) will 

come to the same conclusions as your teams in Germany

◦ Do they?
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 Isolated HAZOP teams come to quite different 
conclusions on scenarios and especially consequences
◦ (international) review sessions or networks are organised around 

a limited number of super-specialists

◦ Inadequately protected risks are found, over-engineering is 
discovered

 Why is HAZOP not more consistent?
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 Multi-disciplinary team
◦ Expert study leader

◦ Engineer

◦ Operations staff

◦ Maintenance

 Various methodologies
◦ Guide word etc
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Team is 
established based 

on need and 
availability

Team is expected 
to look creatively at 
what could happen

Why is 
creativity so 
important?



 Creativity in the HAZOP teams allows us to
◦ make up for missing or not found process data

◦ Avoid reading and understanding an unmanageable amount 
of data

◦ avoid applying lots of complex formulas

◦ overcome lack of understanding

◦ guess effects

 If equipment & process data is available, deviations 
are surely a matter of calculation?
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 What about Industry 4.0?

 Can the HAZOP be automated?

◦ Do away with all the multi-disciplinary meetings

◦ No input facts, no output

◦ same input, same output
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 Risk Analysis Screening Tool

 Uses ‘basic’ scientific and 
engineering principles

 References public available 
information sources

 ‘Automated’ screening of 
process safety scenarios or a 
given unit operation
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 Ongoing validation of results
◦ reference point is existing multi-disciplinary HAZOP

◦ already a powerful study normalisation tool

 Provides a starting point for and expert team

 Can be applied in the cyclic review process
◦ genuinely new scenarios identified
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